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ABSTRACT
This thesis illustrates the domino reaction of burning matches caused by heat
transfer, which was inspired by the domino effects happening in everyday life. This thesis
incorporates both aesthetical and technical skills to model a Computer Graphic (CG)
match, design match textures, adjust materials colors and control burning effects.
The purpose of this thesis is to simulate the visual effects of a collection of
matches burning sequentially. It provides a methodology to design and model the match
texture, set up the heat values to move along the match geometry, simulate the flames
which change according to the heat values at different match points, and construct the
texture changes and bending geometry of match after burning. The proposed procedure in
this thesis provides a way to create a collection of matches with any desired number and
let them burn sequentially.
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis presents a way to design the geometry and flame of a burning match,
duplicate a single match into several other matches, and make these matches burned in a
domino effect. By using the presented method in the thesis, artists are able to freely
create any desired number of matches, customize the color and shape of the matches and
their flame, and then stamp both the match and the flame on the created gird points. An
animation is included to demonstrate the domino effects of thousands of matches burning
in a domino reaction.
The original idea of making this thesis comes from a tower construction using
poker cards. It is a technique to stack 2D cards up in a “ʌ” shape, and place a card
horizontally between the two ʌ shapes. A 3D sculpture would be constructed by
repeating this process of putting ʌ on top of base cards. However, this process requires
patience. Once the player makes a wrong move, the whole construction would start
falling down like a domino effect. Figure 1.1 shows a successfully finished pyramid
made from the cards and Figure 1.2 shows a failed try in which the cards collapse on top
of each other.
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Figure 1.1: Cards pyramid [1]

Figure 1.2: Collapsing cards pyramid [2]

In this thesis, the poker cards are being replaced by matches and the burning
flame of the first lighted match is the source that causes all the other matches to burn in a
sequence of reaction. For this thesis, a simulation model will be created in which artist
can use this simulation to create their model to simulate similar crowd effect. Figure 1.3
shows a real match domino effect and this thesis is going to achieve the same effect of
burning matches sequentially.

Figure 1.3: Domino effect [3]
This animation is mainly completed in Houdini 14 FX, with a match texture
finished in Adobe Photoshop CC 2015. Also, NukeX8 is used in post-production stage in
which this software generalized the rendered images to make an animation in movie file.
Online resources such as: Houdini SOP Solver 1 [4], Houdini SOP Solver 2 [5], Houdini
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SOP Solver 3 [6], and Houdini SOP Solver 4 [7] are used as reference as well during this
thesis to understand how to solve the heat transfer of the burning match.
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter Two introduces the background of
heat transfer. Chapter Three presents how to calculate the heat points from the top to the
bottom of a match and how to design the Flame effect to follow the heat points, but with
ten different variations. Chapter Four shows how to animate the bending effects of the
match after burning. Chapter Five explains how to build a single match model and apply
texture on it, but with ten different variations. By the end of the Chapter Five, all the
modeling work of one single burning match has been finished. Then in Chapter Six, the
single match model is duplicated into thousands of matches and they are designed to burn
sequentially. Chapter Seven shows the final rendering and shading process. Chapter Eight
summarizes this thesis, in which it illustrates how artists can simulate the burning
matches as part of the domino effect.
Figure 1.4 shows the Objects network view of all the nodes included in this thesis,
which is consisted of four groups:
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Figure 1.4: Overview of workflow


The match group models the match geometry (Chapter Five), two simulations:
heat points and flame effect (Chapter Three), and animations of the match
(Chapter Four).



The duplication group is designed to duplicate match geometry and Flame
effect (Chapter Six).



The light group contains three light sources to illuminate the matches.



The render group animates a camera and records the burning scene (Chapter
Seven).
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BACKGROUND

When there is a temperature difference, heat transfer often occurs moving from
the higher temperature object to the lower temperature object. The actual heat transfer
always involves more than one of three fundamental modes: conduction, convection, and
radiation as illustrated in Figure 2.1[8].


Conduction: heat transfer by direct contact. The property of a material to conduct
heat is represented as Thermal Conductivity. The steel pot is used to boil water
because steel has a good thermal conductivity.



Convection: heat transfer by circulation between an object and its environment.
For example, heat convection is happening between the boiling water and the air
above the pot.



Radiation: heat transfer by thermal radiation (electromagnetic radiation or light).
The hands can feel the warmth of the fire because of the radiation of fire.

Figure 2.1: Heat transfer [9]
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Heat conduction can happen in all kinds of mediums, such as solids, liquids, and
gases. The rate of heat conduction is determined by the temperature difference between
objects and the thermal conductivity of the medium. “Newton’s Law of Cooling states
that the rate of change of the temperature of an object is proportional to the difference
between its own temperature and the ambient temperature (i.e. the temperature of its
surroundings) [10].
If the temperature of an object is high enough and this object contains certain
types of fuel, combustion or burning would happen. Burning is an exothermic redox
chemical reaction between a fuel and an oxidant. During the burning process, the fuel is
decomposed and a flame is often produced. A burning match shown in Figure 2.2 is an
example of burning. The match burning usually starts with its coated head being stroked
against a suitable surface. After the ignition finishes and the wooden stick start burning,
heat is constantly released and this makes the burning process self-sustaining. The spread
of heat from burning area to the neighboring areas follows the heat conduction law.

Figure 2.2: Burning match [11]
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After burning, the fuel finishes its reaction with oxidant and is decomposed, the
structure of the match changes (deformation) and color changes are often caused. Figure
2.3 shows the different stages of burning match, from which we can clearly observe that
after burning, the match becomes thinner and bended. Also, its color is changed.

Figure 2.3: Heat convection and heat radiation [12]
This thesis proposes a method to design the burning effects of a collection of
matches. The heat conduction of the matches is calculated following the heat conduction
law in three-dimensional grid, and the flame is added to the area where the temperature
reaches the self-pyrolysis temperature and it will start burning. The visual effects of
deformation and color changes on burned matches are also included in the proposed
method.
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3

SIMULATIONS

The match modeling involves two simulations: one simulation is called Heat
Network, which calculates the heat values spread throughout the match. The other
simulation: Flame Network, controls the Flame effect which is also based on the heat
values. Figure 3.1 shows the overview of the Dynamics network. The flame source and
pyro import are free nodes that come with Flame effect. They will control the flame
movement and the render output of the flame with ten variations.

Figure 3.1: Dynamics network
After the coated head of the match is ignited, the flame will heat up the wood next to
the head and eventually make them burn as well. The resulting flame will repeat this
process and spread from the head to the end of the match, thus finishing the whole
process of burning a match. In some sense, the spread of the flame along the match is
also a form of representation of Domino Effects.
To accurately simulate this spread of flame in Houdini, the heat transfer within a
burning match needs to be modeled accurately based on the physical principles behind
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the scene. Here, the numerical formulation of approximating the temperature fields at
discrete points is explained. It is based on the thermal conductance model of the discrete
cells the match is divided into. Once this temperature reaches the self-pyrolysis
temperature of wood at a certain point, the wood at this point would start burning and
emit heat at a constant rate.

3.1

Heat Conduction in three-dimensional grid
Assume a cell (i, j, k) with the side lengths xi, yj, and zk. It has six adjacent cells.

Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 shows the cell (i, j, k+1) directly above it. According to
Thomas Blomberg [15], the heat flow from cell (i, j, k) to cell (i, j, k+1) can be calculated
by thermal conductance multiplied by the temperature difference between cells:
𝑄𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1 = 𝐾𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1 ∙ (𝑇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 − 𝑇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1 )
2

𝐾𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1 =
2

2

∆𝑥𝑖 ∆𝑦𝑗
∆𝑧𝑘 /(2𝜆𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 ) + ∆𝑧𝑘+1 /(2𝜆𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1 ) + 𝑅𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1
2

where 𝑄𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1 is the heat flow between the cells, and T is the temperature at a cell.
2

𝐾𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1 is the conductance between the two cells, which is based on the thermal
2

conductivity and the size of the cell. 𝜆𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 and 𝜆𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1 are the thermal conductivity
in cell (i, j, k) and cell (i, j, k+1). The first term in the denominator is the thermal
resistance in the z-direction for half of the cell (i, j, k). The second term is the resistance
for half of the cell (i, j, k+1). 𝑅𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1 is an optional additional thermal resistance at the
2

interface between the two cells (i, j, k) and cell (i, j, k+1).
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Figure 3.2: Conductance match model

Figure 3.3: Conductance model between
cell (i, j, k) and cell (i, j, k+1) [15]

As for the other five cells neighboring the cell (i, j, k) shown in Figure 3.4, their heat
flows can be calculated in the same way. In the end, the total heat flow to the cell (i, j, k)
from all the six adjacent cells is given by (Thomas Blomberg [15]):
𝐻𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 = 𝐾𝑖−1,𝑗,𝑘 ∙ (𝑇𝑖−1,𝑗,𝑘 − 𝑇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 ) + 𝐾𝑖+1,𝑗,𝑘 ∙ (𝑇𝑖+1,𝑗,𝑘 − 𝑇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 ) +
2

2

𝐾𝑖,𝑗−1,𝑘 ∙ (𝑇𝑖,𝑗−1,𝑘 − 𝑇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 ) + 𝐾𝑖,𝑗+1,𝑘 ∙ (𝑇𝑖,𝑗+1,𝑘 − 𝑇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 ) +
2

2

𝐾𝑖,𝑗,𝑘−1 ∙ (𝑇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘−1 − 𝑇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 ) + 𝐾𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1, ∙ (𝑇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1 − 𝑇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 )
2

2
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Figure 3.4: Thermal conductances connected to cell (i, j, k) [15]
Before the cell (i, j, k) is ignited, the heat flowing into the cell should equal to the
heat flowing out of the cell, which means 𝐻𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 is zero. Also, the conductance K between
different cells are assumed to be the same. As a result, the above equation can be
simplified as:
0 = 𝑇𝑖−1,𝑗,𝑘 − 𝑇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 + 𝑇𝑖+1,𝑗,𝑘 − 𝑇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 + 𝑇𝑖,𝑗−1,𝑘 − 𝑇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 +
𝑇𝑖,𝑗+1,𝑘 − 𝑇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 + 𝑇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘−1 − 𝑇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 + 𝑇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1 − 𝑇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
Then the temperature at the cell (i, j, k) can be calculated based on the temperatures
of its neighboring cells as in:
Ti,j,k =

Ti−1,j,k + Ti+1,j,k + Ti,j−1,k + Ti,j+1,k + Ti,j,k−1 + Ti,j,k+1
6

In the next section, this equation is applied to perform the heat transfer simulation of
the burning match.
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Each cell here is made of wood and can be a potential fuel source. If the temperature
of a cell reaches its self-pyrolysis temperature, the cell will start burning and generate
heat constantly to warm up its neighboring cells.
To simulate this process, the temperature of each cell is calculated at each frame,
then this value is compared to a threshold (0.5). If it is larger than the threshold, the cell
will be marked as a burning cell and its heat value will increase at a constant rate (0.66
plus a random number). Also, the visual effect of burning flame will be added upon this
cell. The implementation detail of this is introduced in the next section.

3.2

Heat Points
The next step is to select certain points at the top of the match, and insert an

attribute create node to set the selected points’ heat values to 1. The unselected points’
heat values are defaulted at 0. Figure 3.5 shows the viewport of the selected points and
the parameters pane that enables the setting 1 as heat values.

Figure 3.5: Create heat
By selecting the match and clicking the Rigid Dody Dynamics (RBD) object option,
it will create RBD object inside the Heat Network simulation. Figure 3.6 shows the nodes
in the heat simulation. The top left node imports RBD object of the match. The top right
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node is a sop solver that alters the match points’ heat values over time. Generally
speaking, the sop solver records the heat data changes and these data will be used in the
next frame. All the changes of the heat data will then be stored in the geometry properties
under the RBD object (a copy of the match data). Both the RBD object and the sop solver
are connected to the multisolver node.

Figure 3.6: Heat Network
The spread out of the heat is obtained by constant monitoring of neighbor’s points’
heat values. For a particular point, if the average value of its neighbors’ heat reaches a
threshold, its own heat value would increase. Consequently, the heat values will increase
frame by frame and spread from the top of the match, where the points’ values are at 1, to
the bottom of the match where the heat values are defaulted at 0. The vop sop node
(renamed as the spread attribute node) is connected to the dop geometry, which is located
inside of the sop solver. The function is to enable us to manipulate the attributes of match
points as shown in Figure 3.7. This node will also calculate new values by comparing the
nearby points’ heat values and increase the heat values of certain points when necessary,
so the heat can be spread out.
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H𝑖𝑘 =

𝑘−1
{ H𝑖

+ 0.66 + rand(−0.2, 0.2),
H𝑖𝑘−1 ,

if

∑𝑗∈𝑁𝑖 H𝑗𝑘−1

𝑛
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑠

> 0.5

where H𝑖𝑘 represents the heat value of point i at frame k, Ni represents the set of the
neighboring points of point i, and n is the number of elements in set Ni.

Figure 3.7: Spread attribute
The larger the heat increment is, the quicker the match would burn out. Here the
heat increment is set to 0.66. However, relying only on this fixed increment value would
cause the spread linear heat through the match, which is not realistic. So as shown in the
above equation, another value is generated randomly between -0.2 and 0.2 to change the
heat value, to simulate the small variations of a burning match. Figure 3.8 shows the
overview of construction of a spread attribute node. The spread attribute node is
completed in two steps. The first step is to calculate neighboring points’ average heat
values and to store the average value at that point as shown in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10.
The second step is to give variation to the increment rate. The maximum and minimum of
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this increment rate is calculated by adding and subtracting half of the random range.
Figure 3.9 shows the details of generating the randomness of the increment rate.

Figure 3.8: Calculate average value of neighboring points

Figure 3.9: Randomness of the increment rate
Figure 3.10 shows how the heat simulation is connected with the match object in
the Objects network. Following the attribute create node, the DOP import node is added
when the match geometry is converted to RBD object. In Figure 3.10, a solver node is
connected after the DOP import node. Inside of the solver node shown in Figure 3.11, the
spread attribute node is copied from the Heat Network and wired to the previous frame
node. The switch node between the dop import node helps to gather the match geometry
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data, and the solver runs iteratively over the geometry data which is the output from the
last frame.

Figure 3.10: Heat Simulation in Objects network
3.3

Figure 3.11: Nodes inside of solver node

Flame Effect
When the Flame Network is created from the shelf tool, it comes with flame source

and pyro import. Figure 3.12 shows an overview of the flame source, which move along
the match. The top node, object_merge node brings in the match geometry, and the next
node, flame_group node generates a group by the expression: (Ti,j,k ≥ 1) && (Ti,j,k ≤
4). The metaball is being copied in every match point where the heat value is between 1
and 4 to animate the moving flame. Figure 3.13 shows the metaball moving at frame 1,
frame 50, and frame 100. The flame simulation follows the moving metaball.
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Figure 3.12: Overview of flame source

frame 1

frame 50

frame 100

Figure 3.13: Moving metaball
The Flame Network automatically set up all the nodes shown in Figure 3.14. The
pyro node is being altered to get finer details of the flame appearance. Also, by tweaking
the pyro solver node we can control how the flame develops, the shapes, and visualize.
Specifically, the pyro solver helps to get ten variations of the flame by adjusting the
attributes.
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Figure 3.14: Flame effect
The pyro import contains a render output node, and it renders the flame pass as
shown in Figure 3.15. The render output node behaves the same way as rendering out the
match pass. The ten different variations of flame come from tweaking the pyro solver
attributes: shape, combustion, flame shader color in Shaders network, and the
randomness of the increment rates. At this stage, flame is ready to be rendered out in ten
takes with variations. Each take contains 160 frames, and saved as .bgeo format for the
later procedures: duplication. Thus, based on the randomness of the increment rates, the
match pass gets different variations. However, the current match pass is still unable to be
rendered out in ten takes because animation needs to be added in before the match can be
duplicated.
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Figure 3.15: Render takes of flame
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4

ANIMATIONS

This chapter includes two main animations of the match. The first animation contains
two kinds of effects to show how the match is burning progressively. The match color
changes gradually from the original match texture to black texture, and the match shrinks
gradually after burning. Figure 4.1 shows the overview of the nodes to make this
animation. Another animation involves the effect of match bending which means the
match would angle to a direction, especially right after burning. Figure 4.2 shows how to
set up the match bending effects.

Figure 4.1: Overview of heat group animation

Figure 4.2: Bending effect
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4.1

Effects of Match Burning Away
Initially, a hot group needs to be set up to give commands to Houdini on which parts

of the match is going to be included in the animation. The hot group is placed and wired
after the switch dop and solver, and it is a group by the expression:Ti,j,k ≥ 1. While the
heat values increase frame by frame, more and more points of the match will be added
into this hot group.
Color change of the match is also based on the hot group node. It creates an effect of
the color changes from the original color of the match texture to black texture. The RGB
color channels are set as: 1 - 𝑠(𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒, 0, 0.25) , where

𝑠(𝑥, 𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑚𝑎𝑥) = {

0,
𝑥 < 𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑥 − 𝑚𝑖𝑛
, 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑚𝑎𝑥
1,
𝑥 > 𝑚𝑎𝑥

Figure 4.3 shows the match colors change at frame 1, frame 5, and frame 7.

Frame 1

Frame 5

Frame 7

Figure 4.3: Color changing
Shrinking match geometry is another effect that follows the match color changes
when the match is burning as shown in Figure 4.4. First, normal vectors are added in the
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match geometry. A point node is used to provide new positions for match points which
are in hot group with the expression:
x position: x position – (0.5 + 0.05 ∗ 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝐼𝐷)) ∗ 0.8
y position: y position – (0.5 + 0.05 ∗ 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝐼𝐷)) ∗ 0.8/80
z position: z position – (0.5 + 0.05 ∗ 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝐼𝐷)) ∗ 0.8
The reason to divide 80 in the y position is to avoid bad distortion of the match
geometry. Some random points in hot group are taken and moved along the negative
direction of the normal vectors by the distortion distance: (0.5 + 0.05 ∗
𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝐼𝐷)) ∗ 0.8. Figure 4.5 shows the shrinking geometry setup.

Frame1

Frame30
Figure 4.4: Shrinking match geometry

Figure 4.5: Shrinking match geometry setup
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Frame50

At this stage, the render output node inside match model is ready to render out the
match pass. This render outputs of the match has 160 frames for each take. The match
gets ten variations by adjusting the material in Shaders network, rewinding the play to get
randomness of the heat values spread, and the shrinking random points.

4.2

Effect of Match Bending Gradually
To simulate the match geometry bending effects, all the render out match files need

to be imported back into Houdini as previously shown in Figure 4.2. Ten takes are
designed to generate the match bending effects in different angles while the matches are
burning. The reason why the ten variation of match geometries are export first and then
imported back is because the matches keep changing its lower boundary while the heat
points are being calculated in each frame. The way to make the match bounding box
steady is to render out the geometries. After importing all the ten takes, the match
geometry will have a steady bounding box upon which further adjustment can be made.
Each match take connects to a bend node as shown in Figure 4.6. All takes are
being animated differently with different strength values, different pivot y axis, and in
different frame to make the match animation more diversified. Figure 4.7 demonstrates
match bend 2, match bend 5, match bend 7, and match bend 8 to get a variety of match
bending animations.

Figure 4.6: A match take follows by a bend node
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bend 2

bend 5

bend 7

bend 8

Figure 4.7: Animating different bending effect
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With a variety of bending effects applied on ten different matches, the matches
are now ready to be rendered out in ten takes. The match geometries with bending effect
are ready for the duplication process, which will be discussed in the next chapter. Figure
4.8 shows the final ten takes of the matches and the render parameters.

Figure 4.8: Final ten takes (left) and render parameter of take9 (right)
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5

MATCH MODEL AND TEXTURE

This chapter shows the details of modeling and texturing of a match, and
demonstrates a way to prepare the match, and render out a match in ten different
variations. Figure 5.1 shows the overall network view of the components that will be
discussed in this chapter.

Figure 5.1: Objects network of a match
First, a polygon box needs to be created and the axis divisions are set as 6*40*6.
The resulting intersection points will be used to calculate the heat values. The round
geometry of the tip of the match can be created using edit and sculpt nodes as shown in
Figure 5.2. These two nodes are set in light yellow color as shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.2: Edit and sculpt nodes
The next step is to create the match texture in Photoshop. Here are two online
were referenced as the tip and body of the match shown in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4. A
piece of sand paper referenced the tip of a match and a wood texture image referenced the
body of a match. The two images are combined to create the match texture. By using the
layering images method in Photoshop, the sand paper image is placed above the wood
image. In order to make the new composited texture appears more realistic and consistent,
each layers’ colors and tones need to be adjusted. The wavy boundary between the two
sand paper texture and wood texture is finished by using the eraser. The final composited
texture of the match is shown in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.3: Sandpaper [13]

Figure 5.4: Wood [14]
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Figure 5.5: Match texture

The next step is to apply the composited texture onto the match. As shown in
Figure 5.1, the box node is followed by a UV unwrap node, a UV edit node, and a UV
fuse node. These three nodes are colored in cyan. UV unwrap node breaks the UV of the
box and gives it a proper and non-overlapping UV. UV edit modifies and edits the UV.
UV fuse node seals the UV. To get a better understanding of how all these nodes are
applied on the box, imported the match texture to the viewport background. Figure 5.6
shows the display of viewport option and the finalized UV view.

Figure 5.6: UV viewport
In Shaders network, a clay material is created and attached to the match texture.
By applying the clay material to the box and adjusting the attributes, the finalized match
is finished as shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Match transition
A render outputs node is created to prepare the rendering process for the match in
passes as shown in Figure 3.1. This would enable a single match to generates ten
different variations. Then ten takes are set up inside the render outputs node as shown in
Figure 5.8, and their frame ranges are prepared to be rendered out individually. One
approach to get variations between the ten takes is by adjusting the parameters in the
Shaders network to get the desired look of the match. Another way to get variations is to
generate the heat spread randomly, which will impact the look of the match. This part is
explained in detail in Chapter 3. The third approach to get variations is through animating
the match, and this part is demonstrated in the Chapter 4.

Figure 5.8: Render takes of match
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6

DUPLICATING THE RENDERED GEOMETRY AND FLAME

With ten variations of bending matches and the flame rendered and saved in .bego
files, the duplication process starts. It will be discussed in two sections: one focuses on
duplicating bending match geometries and the other focuses on duplicating the flames.
Figure 6.1 shows the overview of two duplicating sections.

duplicating bending matches

duplicating flames

Figure 6.1: Duplication
To duplicate the match geometry, a file node reads the bending match in Houdini
and a grid node are connected to a copy node. The expression of the copy node is to set
the rotate point’s y axis to 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑((𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝐼𝐷 + 1342) ∗ 7234), so each match in the grid
points rotates differently. At this stage, the copy node only reads one take of bending
match and duplicates it on the grid point.
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In order to build the ten takes of matches and start burning sequentially, a couple
of steps needs to be taken. The grid node follows by a mountain node which provides
noise to the gird, and it is connected to a scatter node which controls the total count of the
grid points. To be clear, the gird manipulates the 2D plane composed by x and z axes.
The scatter node controls the desired number of points generated in the 2D plane. An add
node deletes everything but points. These points are sorted proximity to point which
means “[the] distance to a point in space is used as a priority. The points or primitives are
then sorted so that the 0th entity is the one closest to that point. [16]” Generally speaking,
this type of sort is to find the closest points around its based on the distances. Thus, the
point numbers spread in an irregular shape due to the noise added by the mountain node.
Here each point represents a match’s location. A null helps the flame to use the same
scatter points to duplicate on the proper location.
A copy node is required to add two variables to get the files node ready to read in
all ten takes and offset the time. These variables are shift with the expression
ceil(clamp(frameID-pointID,1,160)), where
clamp(𝑥, 𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑚𝑎𝑥) = {

𝑚𝑖𝑛,
𝑥 < 𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑥, 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑚𝑎𝑥,
𝑥 > 𝑚𝑎𝑥

ceil(𝑥) = 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛 𝑥
pt is set to pointID%10 + 1 as shown in Figure 6.2, where “%” is the modulo operator.
These expressions enable us to use the scatter point number to offset the time. Each frame
triggers a match to start burning. The 24 matches start burning per second and each match
has 160 frames. It helps to know how many frames needed to render with different
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number of matches. The expression is set as pointID%10 + 1 because the scatter point
number starts at 0, and the outputs of the match start at 1; thus, the point 0 grabs bending
match take1.

Figure 6.2: Two variables in copy node
The file node requires creating two integer parameters: one adjusts match takes,
and the other adjusts frame numbers as shown in Figure 6.3. In the Geometry File line,
the input directory is dynamically set using the mode number (`chs(“mod”)`) and frame
number (`padzero(4,ch(“fr”))`), so that Houdini can import different frame simulations of
different bending matches takes. In this way, the file node executes the domino reaction
of burning matches.

Figure 6.3: File node that imports bending matches
The process of copying the flames is similar to that of the bending matches. The
only thing that is different here is that instead of creating the grid we just need to call the
null node from the match geometry duplication process, so the matches and the flames
are tied together. Figure 6.4 shows the same way to read in all takes of the flames. Figure
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6.5 use 100 matches to demonstrate the duplication of various matches, and Figure 6.6
shows matches are burning sequentially with flame.

Figure 6.4: File node that imports Flames

frame 1

frame 100

frame 150

frame 200

Figure 6.5: Duplicated 100 matches
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frame 1

frame 100

frame 150

frame 200

Figure 6.6: Duplicated 100 matches and flames
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7

RENDERING AND SHADING

In Shaders network, two shaders were created for this thesis. The first one is clay
material shader to display the match surface. Its shader attribute of base color map is
based on a texture made in Photoshop in order to achieve a realistic appearance for the
match. The second shader is flame shader, which shows the color of the flame based on
the temperature. The temperature of a burning match is around 1700 K, according to the
range of color temperature shown in Figure 7.1, the flame color range should start from
the inner of invisible gaseous state, followed by red, cherry, and to orange [17]. The
flame ramp of the burning match in Houdini is shown in Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.1: The range of color temperature [18]

Figure 7.2: Flame ramp
The scene involves three light sources. Two of them are ambient lights that
illuminate the whole scene and they have subtle light intensities of 0.722 and 1.7. These
two light sources help to show the gradually bending animation of the matches. The third
light source is a volume light that is applied to the flame effect and it simulates the
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illumination of a match. The sample quality in the parameter pane controls the flame
quality dynamically and provides an appropriate look of the flame.
A camera is animated and operated like an aerial photographical camera as Figure
7.3 shows. A final render has a sequence of images in OpenEXR format. This file format
maintains the quality of images and it is space efficient. A camera is created in the
objects network, and is being animated at the proper positions to record the scene. In
render outputs network, a Mantra node is created to render a sequence of images. In the
Mantra parameter pane, render frame range needs to be properly set and the file name and
the format needs to be specified. The images are padded with four digits. The gamma is
set to the value of 1.422 to adjust the luminance of the scene. The images are rendered
out in 1080p resolution and the still images are imported into NukeX8 to create the final
animation.

Figure 7.3: Aerial photographical camera
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8

CONCLUSION

This thesis has demonstrated a way to model a match, to create match texture, to
construct simulations for heat points and flame effect, to implement duplicating process,
and to render and output the entire domino effects animation. The proposed procedure
provides a way to create a collection of matches with any desired number and let them
burn sequentially to show the domino effects.
The technical difficulties of this thesis are: understanding and solving how the
heat points travel throughout the match geometry, creating a moving flame within a range
of heat point values, investigating an alternative to bend the match geometry in certain
angles and continuously change its bounding box, and designing the duplicating process
of match geometry and flame. These difficulties are solved by the following methods:


A sop solver is created to constantly monitor neighbor’s points’ heat values. For a
particular point, if one of its neighbors’ heat values reaches a certain threshold, its
own heat value will increase.



The metaball node is copied into every match point where the heat value is
between 1 and 4 to animate the moving flame along the match geometry.



An output node renders ten variations of match, and read in the rendered matches
with fixed bounding box. A bend node is inserted to the match geometry so the
matches gradually bend in certain angles after burning.



The copy nodes inside the created variables: shift and pt, enable the read in file to
start the burning process of different matches at different time.
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By using the presented methods in the thesis, artists are able to freely create matches
with customized color, shape, and flame. An animation with 1000 matches is included to
illustrate the final product of the presented methods: matches burning in domino reaction.
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